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it also delivers highly-individualized kawai pianos, along with a wide range of other instruments such
as the mellotron, the roland mt32, and the akai mpc1000. the polyphony pocket piano provides the
same 16-note multitimbrality of the ivory ii grand piano, but at a much smaller size and at a budget-
friendly price. you can easily transfer your piano patches and songs into a new session with ivory ii,
giving you the flexibility to perform with a real grand piano or a polyphony pocket piano when youre
on the road. the download bundle comes with all of the samples in the collection to get you started.

all sounds can be auditioned and configured as often as you want. ivory grand pianos has a
refreshingly straightforward interface, although the lack of a few more features is a little

disappointing. yet what this product lacks in features it makes up for in authenticity and sound
quality. please note that you will need to activate this version of ivory grand pianos, which is also a

bit pricier than the classic ivory grand pianos. the main downside to this plugin (aside from the price)
is the file size, which is not only enormous, but is even bigger than the original ivory grand pianos. in

addition, a slight sluggishness was noted on first start up, and the ilok console occasionally went
offline while in use. but otherwise the product is excellent, and is a must-have for piano players who

want that authentic steinway sound and feel. half-pedalling is atopic that occasionally erupts in
internet forums. ivory pianos support this technique, although activating it in real time requires

acontinuous-control damper pedal, rather than the regular type that simply switches sustain on and
off. with this controller, you can adjust the amount of after-ring on pedalled notes to anything from

ashort decay to aconventional full-length sustain. personally, idon't feel it's a big deal, but its
presence should satisfy those who feel it's an essential performance aid.
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as for the sounds that are included with the
ivory grand piano, we feel that the instrument

has some of the best piano sounds on the
market. we have sampled the grand piano in
several different ways. the first recording that

we used is the original recording that was
made from the original grand piano that was

used for our previous instrument. we recorded
this instrument at 13 dynamic levels, and we
use this recording for the start-up sound, as
well as for the sounds that we use at a piano
concert. then we recorded the instrument at

several different dynamic levels, and we used
this recording for the mid-range sounds. these
mid-range sounds are the ones that we use in
our orchestral collection, and they are good

for orchestral scoring or for solo scoring when
we need to get a nice, smooth grand piano

sound. we also recorded the ivory grand piano
in several dynamic levels, and we used this
recording for the low end of the instrument.
the low end sounds are important to get the
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bass parts, and we also use them for the
grand piano sounds that we use in the

orchestra collection. taylor and his team at
synthogy researched the world's most

celebrated pianos, captured their tone on tape
and then painstakingly scanned the tapes into
their computer system, resulting in the most

detailed virtual piano ever created. ivory
grand pianos features three pianos, all of

which have been rebuilt from the bottom up,
and all of which are played, recorded, and

sampled by the company's talented team of
pianists. each piano includes a separate

sostenuto pedal, and all have velocities from
35 to 73 percent. 5ec8ef588b
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